
Aluminum Stair Features
 Readily available in lengths up to 18’
 Non-skid, 28” wide aluminum stair treads
 Rounded aluminum handrails on both sides
 Adjustable rise & run (27 to 44 degrees) to  

accommodate your site
 Marine grade aluminum extrusions with stainless steel  

fasteners (not recommended for in water use)
 Lightweight & easy to carry for a two-person installation
 Custom fabrication available for specific applications  

& lengths (see custom catalog or our website)
 Optional adjustable footpads for base of stairs
 Includes mounting bracket (designed for easy seasonal 

installation & removal of stairs)

Our lightweight aluminum stair kits are designed for a 
variety of applications. Offering a lifetime of virtually 
maintenance free features, these quality aluminum stairs 
are an economical solution for waterfront or hillside access 
and ideal solution to replacing your old wooden steps.  
Not recommended for in-water use.
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Waterfront Access : Aluminum Stairs

How to measure for stairs
A few simple measurements can help determine the 
recommended length of stairs for your particular site. 

For tips on how to measure, visit our website at: 
www.thedockdoctors.com/stair-kits

A  Vertical Rise

B  Horizontal Run

C  Total Length
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4 and 6-step 
stairs ship  

UPS ground

Optional adjustable 
footpad for uneven 

surfaces.

4-step 10-step

8 thru 16-step 
stairs ship  

freight

SHIPS
freight

3' × 4' stair platforms 
incorporated into a long 

run of stairs.
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Waterfront Access : Aluminum Stairs Calculate shipping costs on our website at:

www.thedockdoctors.com/stair-kits 



All stair treads are 28" wide

non-skid, 28" wide 
aluminum stair treads

rounded aluminum 
handrail

mounting bracket

(optional) 
Adjustable 

Footpad
$250 / pair

Requires drilling stair  
on-site to mount.

28”

Aluminum Stairs
All stairs can be assembled to fit any distance between the minimum and maximum rise.

   MINIMUM RISE      MAXIMUM RISE 
# of   Rise Run Length Rise Run Length
Steps Price*  @ 6" (27°) with 6" rise with 6" rise  @ 9" (44°) with 9" rise with 9" rise Weight

 4 $  955 2' 0" 4' 7" 5' 0" 3' 0" 3' 11" 4' 11" 70 lbs.

 6  $  1,255 3' 0" 6' 6" 7' 2" 4' 6" 5' 6" 7' 1" 100 lbs.

 8 $  1,555 4' 0" 8' 5" 9' 4" 6' 0" 7' 1" 9' 3" 122 lbs.

 10 $  1,855 5' 0" 10' 4" 11' 6" 7' 6" 8' 8" 11' 5" 150 lbs.

 12 $  2,155 6' 0" 12' 3" 13' 8" 9' 0" 10' 2" 13' 7" 174 lbs.

 14 $  2,455 7' 0" 14' 2" 15' 10" 10' 6" 11' 9" 15' 9" 202 lbs.

 16 $  2,755 8' 0" 16' 1" 18' 0" 12' 0" 13' 3" 17' 11" 225 lbs.

 n/a $  770  3' × 4' stair platform (standard duty aluminum with aluminum decking)    45 lbs.

*Price includes mounting bracket (fasteners to existing platform not included); handrails down each side and slip resistant stair treads. Stair uprights remain 
vertical in any rise. Optional top and/or bottom stair platform in 3’ × 4’ standard duty aluminum. Optional pair of Adjustable Footpads includes brackets to 
mount to bottom of stairs, 1 ½" aluminum support pipes 24" long, black safety caps & aluminum footpads. Requires stair frame drilling on-site to mount.

3' × 4' platform

Assembly Options:  Unassembled: Requiring assembly on site to contour to desired rise (note: some drilling is required).  
Pre-assembled: Factory assembled and adjusted to desired rise (note: additional assembly charge will apply).  
*Prices do not include shipping/delivery. To calculate shipping to your location, please visit: www.thedockdoctors.com/stair-kits
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